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Abstract— Being a leading online service providing both local
search and social networking functions, Foursquare has attracted
tens of millions of users all over the world. Understanding
the user behavior of Foursquare is helpful to gain insights for
location-based social networks (LBSNs). Most of the existing
studies focus on a biased subset of users, which cannot give a
representative view of the global user base. Meanwhile, although
the user-generated content (UGC) is very important to reflect
user behavior, most of the existing UGC studies of Foursquare
are based on the check-ins. There is a lack of a thorough
study on tips, the primary type of UGC on Foursquare. In this
article, by crawling and analyzing the global social graph and all
published tips, we conduct the first comprehensive user behavior
study of all 60+ million Foursquare users around the world.
We have made the following three main contributions. First,
we have found several unique and undiscovered features of the
Foursquare social graph on a global scale, including a moderate
level of reciprocity, a small average clustering coefficient, a giant
strongly connected component, and a significant community
structure. Besides the singletons, most of the Foursquare users are
weakly connected with each other. Second, we undertake a thorough investigation according to all published tips on Foursquare.
We start from counting the numbers of tips published by different
users and then look into the tip contents from the perspectives
of tip venues, temporal patterns, and sentiment. Our results
provide an informative picture of the tip publishing patterns of
Foursquare users. Last but not least, as a practical scenario to
help third-party application providers, we propose a supervised
machine learning-based approach to predict whether a user is
an influential by referring to the profile and UGC, instead of
relying on the social connectivity information. Our data-driven
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evaluation demonstrates that our approach can reach a good
prediction performance with an F1-score of 0.87 and an AUC
value of 0.88. Our findings provide a systematic view of the
behavior of Foursquare users and are constructive for different
relevant entities, including LBSN service providers, Internet
service providers, and third-party application providers.
Index Terms— Data-driven study, location-based social networks (LBSNs), machine learning, social graph analysis, social
influence, tips.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE rapid development of mobile computing technologies and social networking services drive significant
growth of location-based social networks (LBSNs), such as
Foursquare [18], [42], [43], [47], [57], Yelp [23], [65], and
Dianping [17], [27]. These networks not only help users
interact with each other but also offer them location-centric
functions. This service records a rich set of user information,
including social connections between users, spatial and temporal information of user activities, and opinions expressed by
users. The comprehensive LBSN data can be used to predict
the movement of a massive number of users.
Being the most popular LBSN, however, a number of
important characteristics of Foursquare are still unknown, for
example, how the users link with each other on a global scale.
In addition, most of the existing studies rely on the data
of a biased subset of Foursquare users, and accordingly the
analytical results cannot represent the entire Foursquare user
base. As in [26], [43], [47], and [49], researchers obtained
the Foursquare data via Twitter, since some Foursquare users
have chosen to automatically republish their posts on Twitter.
Unfortunately, as shown by Gong et al. [18], Foursquare users
who have linked their accounts to Twitter are more active than
the other Foursquare users. In detail, the users who have linked
their accounts to Twitter have more followers and followings
in general, and tend to publish more tips/check-ins. As a
result, if we collect the Foursquare data solely from Twitter,
we can only obtain the user activity data of a set of Foursquare
users who are more active, and the corresponding data set
cannot reflect the user activities of the entire Foursquare
population. To overcome these drawbacks, in this article,
we crawl the social connections and published tips of all
60+ million Foursquare users using a distributed way, and
conduct a data-driven study based on the collected data set.
We not only analyze the global social graph of Foursquare but
also pay attention to tips, the primary form of user-generated
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content (UGC) on Foursquare. Our goal is to understand the
user behavior of Foursquare on a global scale by answering
the following three questions: 1) what unique characteristics
can we learn from the structure of the global social graph of
Foursquare? 2) Can we extract useful tip publishing patterns
from different angles by referring to all published tips on
Foursquare? 3) From the perspective of third-party application
providers, how can we leverage the user profiles and UGCs
to identify the influentials without referring to the social
connectivity information? We introduce a data-driven study to
answer these questions, by examining the global social graph
and all published tips of Foursquare. We conducted the data
collection from January to February 2016, and we collected
the global social graph of Foursquare covering 61.43 million
users, and the detailed information of all 55.18 million tips
published by these users. By analyzing the collected data set,
we have made the following three key contributions.
First, we analyze the global social graph of Foursquare
for the first time in Section III-A. This graph connects 60+
million users around the world. Social graphs have been
used as a representative model to characterize the social
connections among users, and applied in several practical
applications including friend recommendation [40], data placement [29], [69], information diffusion [34], and social data
transmission [64]. However, given the large user population
of Foursquare, obtaining a global social graph with all users
is very challenging. Therefore, most of the existing social
graph-based studies on Foursquare [32], [46], [47] are based
on biasedly collected subgraphs with at most hundreds of thousands of users, which cannot accurately reflect the structural
properties of the global social graph. In this article, we crawl
the global Foursquare social graph with 60+ million users for
the first time, characterizing the social connectivity among all
Foursquare users. By using different graph analysis methods,
we have found several undiscovered features of this global
graph, such as a moderate level of reciprocity, a small average
clustering coefficient, a giant strongly connected component,
and a significant community structure. We also see that most
of the Foursquare users are weakly connected with each
other besides the singletons. These structural characteristics
are helpful for Foursquare or similar LBSN service providers
to study the social interactions and information dissemination
among all users on a global scale.
Second, we focus on tips, the primary form of UGC
on Foursquare in Section III-B. Tips are very useful for
understanding users’ opinions, distributions, and movements.
However, many of the existing analytical works are based on
the check-in activities [42], [43], [49], [57]. Unfortunately,
the check-in function is no longer supported by Foursquare
since Aug. 2014, not to mention that according to the study
of Zhang et al. [67], about 75% of all check-ins do not match
the real trajectories of users. A systematic study of tips is
needed. Some existing works [38], [54] about tips are based
on the data set collected in a biased way, and the understanding
of the tip texts is limited. To fill this gap, we propose a
detailed study based on all 55.18 million published tips on
Foursquare. We first get a statistical analysis of the numbers of
tips published by different groups of users. We further dive into

the texts of all tips and analyze the tips from the perspectives
of tip venues, temporal patterns, and sentiments. Our analytical
findings show the first comprehensive view of Foursquare tips.
Last but not least, as a practical application scenario to
help third-party application providers, we propose the idea of
social influence prediction according to a user’s profile and
UGC. Traditionally, many social influence metrics are based
on the information of social connectivity, for example, number
of followers [9] and PageRank [34]. However, nowadays,
many representative online social networks (OSNs), such as
Facebook, allow a user to hide her friend list. Therefore, from
the perspective of third-party application providers, we might
not be able to determine whether a user is an influential if
the social graph information is not fully available. To remedy
this problem, we first explore the relationship between social
influence and users’ profiles and UGCs in Section III-C.
We can see that several information fields within a user’s
profile, and her content publishing patterns, could be used as
indicators to judge whether she is an influential. Based on
this intuition, we build a supervised machine learning-based
model to predict whether a user is an influential by referring
to her profile and UGC. According to our study, we find
that our approach can uncover the influentials with high
accuracy, achieving an F1-score of 0.87 and an AUC value
of 0.88. Our approach provides an accurate and convenient
way for third-party application providers to determine whether
a Foursquare user is an influential, without relying on the
social graph information.
Our study presents a systematic understanding of
Foursquare, the representative LBSN service, including
global social connectivity, content publishing behavior,
and the prediction of social influence. The analytical
results are constructive for different relevant entities: 1) for
Foursquare itself, or similar LBSN service providers, we get
a comprehensive understanding of the social connections
from a global view. In other words, we construct and analyze
the global Foursquare social graph of 60+ million users.
This graph is helpful to study the information diffusion and
social interactions of Foursquare. Meanwhile, by referring
to user profiles and published tips, we know the geographic
distributions of users and venues around the world. We also
study the evolution of user activities. All these information
are useful for LBSN service providers to schedule the
resource provisioning to serve millions of users in a scalable
and cost-effective way. In addition, by referring to the
published tips, they can extract the opinions and movements
of users. The tip information can be further applied for
venue recommendations and user profiling; 2) for Internet
service providers (ISPs), the understanding of the geographic
distribution, content generation behavior, and interaction
patterns of users from an evolutionary view can be used
to characterize the traffic patterns of LBSNs. Therefore,
the ISPs would be able to adjust the network resources
flexibly to enhance the network performance of LBSN
services; 3) for third-party application providers, the massive
spatiotemporal information of Foursquare users can reflect the
real-time geographic distribution of users from time to time.
Such information is important for urban computing-related
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applications [26], [49], [62]. Also, we provide a supervised
machine learning-based approach to uncover influentials
conveniently for third-party application providers, without the
need of referring to the social connectivity information.
II. BACKGROUND AND DATA C OLLECTION
A. Foursquare Overview
Since 2009, Foursquare has been a leading site for the
combination of location-based services (LBS) and mobile
social networking. Different from traditional OSNs [30], such
as Facebook, activities on Foursquare are location-centric.
In the original Foursquare app released in 2009, the two
key functions were conducting check-ins and leaving tips.
However, in May 2014, the original Foursquare app was split
into two apps, i.e., the new Foursquare and Swarm apps. These
two apps share the same user database, but with a different
focus. The Swarm app [11] supports the check-in function
and provides a life-logging service. Differently, in the current
version of Foursquare, a tip is the primary form of UGC. A tip
can reflect the publisher’s opinion toward a selected venue.
B. Data Crawling and Ethical Issues
The rapid development of OSNs have attracted millions of
users and have produced a large amount of data for user behavior study. A number of articles have studied user behavior by
crawling one or multiple OSN sites, such as Facebook [61],
Twitter [34], [59], Pinterest [21], and Quora [56]. To analyze
the properties of the entire Foursquare population, we aim to
obtain a data set covering all Foursquare users. Getting such a
data set is challenging. Similar to other OSN sites, Foursquare
also employs an IP-based rate limiting policy, which prevents
earlier researchers from getting a complete data set. To crawl
the data quickly, we apply the crowd crawling framework [14],
which allows us to use a pool of IP addresses to improve the
crawling efficiency. We launched 60 virtual machines on the
East US data center of the Microsoft Azure platform. Each
virtual machine had an independent IP address. These virtual
machines worked collaboratively to crawl the data.
Each user on Foursquare has a numeric ID, and the
IDs are assigned sequentially. The earlier a user registered,
the smaller the user ID the user has. Therefore, we can
get the maximum ID number by registering a new account.
Note that some user IDs are unassigned. To avoid the bias
introduced by newly registered users, we focus on all users
who have registered for more than half a year. We divide
the entire Foursquare ID space evenly into 60 chunks, and
each virtual machine is responsible for one chunk of IDs.
We did the data collection from January 7 till February 10,
2016 by using a Python-based crawler implemented by us. Our
crawling covered all Foursquare users who had registered by
July 2015. We have successfully fetched the publicly visible
data of 61.43 million users. For each user, we downloaded
the profile and extracted the name, the number of published
tips, the number of followings, and the number of followers.
Also, we fetched the optional information such as the profile photograph, the gender information, the current location,
the Facebook ID, the Twitter ID, and the biography from the
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profile [18]. In addition, we also crawled all tips published by
the user, and the IDs of the user’s followings and followers.
For each tip, we can get the time when it was published,
the text of the tip, the country of the venue, and the category
information of the venue. An example tip can be represented
as {user_id:12345, tip_text: “Super nice restaurant! It provides
nice food, and it has a great location!” Venue_country: US,
venue_category: food, date: “October 21, 2015,” and time:
“21:23:59”}.
Note that we respect the privacy of Foursquare users, and
only crawled the publicly visible information for our study
using the official Foursquare API. Before undertaking the
analysis, we anonymized the IDs of all users. In addition,
we stored and analyzed the anonymized data in an offline
environment. The ethical assessment of this article has been
reviewed and approved by the Research Department of Fudan
University.
Among all the 61.43 million users, 67.22% of them had
uploaded a profile photograph, while the rest 32.78% had not.
Regarding the gender information, we can see that 51.31% of
them were male; 42.16% were female, and the rest 6.53% did
not want to disclose their gender information. For the users’
home countries, 87.75% had added some information to the
“location” field. We used the Google Maps Geocoding API
to infer each user’s home country. In our data set, the top
four countries with the biggest numbers of Foursquare users
were USA (30.36%), Turkey (13.06%), Indonesia (9.76%), and
Brazil (6.26%).
III. DATA -D RIVEN U SER B EHAVIOR
A NALYSIS OF F OURSQUARE
In this section, we study the crawled Foursquare data and
extract the user behavioral patterns from different aspects.
In Section III-A, we analyze the Foursquare social graph
of 61.43 million users on a global scale and extract a number of undiscovered characteristics of this massive graph.
In Section III-B, we study the tip publishing behavior of all
Foursquare users. We first study the numbers of tips published
by different users, and then dive into the contents of tips,
by referring to the aspects of tip venues, temporal patterns,
and sentiment. In Section III-C, as a practical scenario to
help third-party application providers, we propose a supervised machine learning-based approach to predict whether a
Foursquare user is an influential based on the profile and UGC,
instead of relying on the social connectivity information.
A. Social Graph Analysis
Social graphs have been widely used to describe the connections between OSN users. The asymmetric “following”
relationship among Foursquare users can be modeled as a
directed graph G = (V, E). A node v ∈ V represents a
Foursquare user. When user A follows user B, there will
be a directed edge (v A , v B ) ∈ E. There are 61.43 million
nodes and 2.67 billion edges in this graph, characterizing
social connections among Foursquare users. In this section,
we present the first comprehensive analysis of the global
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Fig. 1. Social graph analysis. (a) Degree. (b) Reciprocity. (c) Clustering coefficient. (d) Strongly connected components. (e) Weakly connected components.
(f) Macrostructure. (g) Modularity. (h) Coverage of top 100 communities. (i) Intra-/Inter-community edges.

Foursquare social graph of all 60+ million users. A number
of classic graph metrics are examined.
1) Degree: The incoming degree of a node is defined as
the number of followers the corresponding user has. The
outgoing degree of a node is denoted as the number of users
the corresponding user follows. We also call it the number
of followings. Fig. 1(a) shows the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) of the incoming and outgoing
degrees of the Foursquare social graph. We can see that
very few nodes can have more than one million followers.
Regarding the number of followings, the maximal number is
only 13 830. Therefore, normally a user does not follow a large
number of other users, while a users’ total number of followers
can exceed one million. In other words, the distributions of the
numbers of followings and that of followers are quite different.
As in (1), we calculate the balance metric for each user [58].
It defines the ratio of the number of followers to the number
of followings:
B(u) =

| follower(u) |
.
| following(u) |

(1)

For a given user u, if B(u) is between 0.5 and 2, we regard
u as a well balanced user. Looking at the entire network, about
57.45% of users are well balanced.

We also evaluate the reciprocity metric [41], another metric to quantify the symmetric relationship between users.
By default, the reciprocity metric is defined at the level of
the entire graph. The reciprocity of graph G, i.e., r G , can be
calculated as the fraction of the number of edges pointing in
both directions to the total number of edges in the graph. For
the Foursquare social graph G, the value of r G is 0.42.
The reciprocity metric can also be defined at the per-user
level. As shown in the following equation, for user u, r G (u) is
defined as the ratio of the number of edges in both directions
and the sum of u’s numbers of followings and followers:
r G (u) =

2× | following(u) ∩ follower(u) |
.
| following(u) | + | follower(u) |

(2)

According to Fig. 1(b), i.e., the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of reciprocity, we can see that about 48.51%
of users have a reciprocity value larger than or equal to 0.5.
2) Clustering Coefficient: The clustering coefficient (CC)
of a node is a measure of the degree to which nodes in the
social graph G tend to cluster together. For a node v i , its
neighborhood Ni is defined as immediately connected nodes,
i.e., Ni = { j ∈ V | i = j, (v i , v j ) ∈ E or (v j , v i ) ∈ E}. Since
G is a directed network, (v i , v j ) is different from (v j , v i ). The
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clustering coefficient of node i is defined as follows:
⎧
⎨ |Ni | , k > 1
i
Ci = ki (ki − 1)
⎩
0,
ki ∈ {0, 1}
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TABLE I
S IZES OF THE C OMPONENTS (M ACROSTRUCTURE )

(3)

where ki is the number of neighbors of node v i . The CC value
of a node is between 0 and 1. Fig. 1(c) shows the CDF of
the clustering coefficient of all nodes. The average CC of the
entire network is only 0.065, indicating that the Foursquare
social graph is loosely connected.
3) Strongly Connected Components and Weakly Connected
Components: A strongly connected component of a directed
graph is a subgraph that all nodes are strongly connected. For
any node pair (u, v) in this subgraph, there is a directed path
from u to v, and a directed path from v to u. Meanwhile,
no additional edges or nodes can be added to this subgraph
without breaking its property of being strongly connected.
According to Fig. 1(d), the sizes of the two largest strongly
connected components are 35 583 350, and 1440, respectively.
The largest strongly connected component (LSCC) covers
57.92% of all nodes.
If we convert all edges of a directed graph into undirected
edges, we can define a weakly connected component if there
is a path between any node pair in this subgraph, and no
additional edges or nodes can be added to this subgraph
without breaking the weakly connected property. According
to Fig. 1(e), the sizes of the two largest weakly connected
components are 50 568 619, and 47, respectively. The largest
weakly connected component (LWCC) covers 82.32% of all
nodes.
The LWCC is much larger than the LSCC, while the
second-largest WCC is much smaller than the second-largest
SCC. Among all nodes, 17.50% of them are singletons,
i.e., they do not have any following or followers. In other
words, most of the Foursquare users, besides the singletons,
are weakly connected with each other.
4) Macrostructure: To abstract the social graph from a
high-level view, we study the macrostructure of the global
social graph. The method we adopt was proposed by
Broder et al. [5] to study the structure of web pages, and
was further improved by Gabielkov et al. [16] to analyze the
social graph of Twitter. As shown in Fig. 1(f), we divide the
entire social graph into 8 components, i.e., LSCC, IN, OUT,
IN-TENDRILS, OUT-TENDRILS, BRIDGE, OTHER, and
DISCONNECTED. Each node belongs to one of them.
As mentioned earlier, LSCC stands for the largest strongly
connected component. IN covers the nodes with a directed
path to any node in LSCC, and OUT covers the nodes with
a directed path from any node in LSCC. Afterward, if we
run a breadth-first search (BFS) starting from a node in the
IN component, and a reverse starting from the OUT component, reachable nodes, besides the ones in the LSCC, IN,
or OUT components, are chosen as IN-TENDRILS and OUTTENDRILS, respectively. The BRIDGE component contains a
set of nodes connecting the IN and OUT components bypassing the LSCC. In Fig. 1(f), the sizes of different components
are positively correlated with the number of users in each of
them. Meanwhile, the numbers on arrows indicate the numbers

TABLE II
P ERCENTAGE OF U SERS IN T OP F OUR C OUNTRIES PER C OMMUNITY

of links between components. The numbers and percentages
of users in each component are shown in Table I. The LSCC,
IN, and OUT components cover 81.04% of nodes.
5) Communities: It is quite common for users of an OSN
to exhibit a community structure. A community is composed
of a number of nodes, and these nodes are densely connected
internally. Meanwhile, there are fewer intercommunity connections.
We apply the widely used Louvain algorithm [3] to
group users into different communities. This algorithm was
designed to process undirected networks. Following the earlier
approaches in [25], [44], and [70], we convert the social graph
into an undirected graph. Louvain algorithm optimizes the
modularity metric. If there are c communities, the modularity
Q is defined as follows:
Q=

c



eii − ai2 .

(4)

i=1

In (4), eii denotes the fraction of edges with both ends
in the i th community, and ai means the fraction of edges
with at least one end in the i th community. The value of Q
is between −1 and 1. A value of Q larger than 0.3 means
that the network has a significant community structure [33].
After running the algorithm, each node will be assigned to
a selected community. As discussed in [68], there is a δ
parameter, which is a critical tuning parameter for the Louvain
algorithm. In Fig. 1(g), we can see that different choices
of δ will lead to a similar Q value around 0.6. Therefore,
the Foursquare social graph demonstrates a viable community
structure.
According to Fig. 1(h), top ten communities cover 76.14%
of all nonsingleton users, and top 30 communities cover
94.32% of nonsingleton users. Therefore, although the nonsingleton users form 55 396 communities, most of them belong
to the top few ones. We show the average intra-community
degree and inter-community degree of each of the top ten
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communities in Fig. 1(i). We find that only for the largest
community, the average intra-community degree is slightly
larger than the average inter-community degree. For each of
the other communities, the average intra-community degree is
much larger than the average inter-community degree. We also
look at the user composition of the top ten communities, in
terms of their home countries in Table II. Many of them have
one or two dominant countries. For C3, C4, C7, C9, and C10,
each of them has a country which covers more than 60% of
the users.
6) Summary and Discussion: In this section, we use a series
of graph metrics to understand the structural properties of the
global Foursquare social graph, which has never been reported
in literatures before. According to our studies of the followings
and followers of all users, we find that the entire Foursquare
social graph has a reciprocity value of 0.42. This is a moderate
value, which is larger than that of some existing Twitter data
sets, while Twitter is a representative directed social network.
For example, the Twitter data set collected by Kwak et al. [34]
in July 2009 (41.7 million users and 1.47 billion social
relationships) has a reciprocity value of 0.22. The Twitter
data set collected by Watanabe et al. [59] from July 2012 to
October 2012 (469.9 million users and 28.7 billion social
relationships) has a reciprocity value of 0.19. The average
clustering coefficient is only 0.065, indicating the global social
graph of Foursquare is loosely connected. Regarding the distributions of strongly/weakly connected components, there is
a huge LSCC covering nearly 60% of users. Also, besides the
singletons, most of the Foursquare users are weakly connected.
The social graph reveals a clear community structure, with a
Q value of about 0.6.
B. Tip Publishing Behavior
A tip is the primary form of UGC on Foursquare. A tip
records the detailed opinion of a user for a selected venue.
However, many of the existing measurement works on
Foursquare [42], [43], [49], [57] are based on the check-in
data. In this subsection, we explore the tip publishing behavior
from different aspects to learn the characteristics of UGC
on Foursquare. We first count the numbers of tips published
by different users, and do comparative study among user
groups. Then we look into the contents of tips and perform
analysis from the angles of tips venues, temporal patterns,
and sentiment. Our results provide an informative picture of
tip publishing behavior from a global view.
1) Numbers of Tips Published by Different Users: In this
subsection, we first consider the number of tips each user
has published and analyzed the distribution of each user’s
total number of published tips. In Fig. 2, we show the
CDF of the number of tips published by each user. 83.47%
users have never published any tip. In other words, most of
the Foursquare users are tip readers rather than publishers.
Therefore, the average number of a user’s published tips is
only 0.89. We also rank the users according to the number
of published tips. We find that the top 1% users published
47.54% of tips, and the top 10% users published 92.67%
of tips.

Fig. 2.

CDF of the number of tips per user.

Besides considering all users as a whole, we also divide
users into groups based on the availability of their profile photographs, gender information, and home country information,
respectively. According to Fig. 3(a), among the users who have
uploaded profile photographs, the average number of published
tips per user is 1.28. In contrast, this number is only 0.09 for
users without profile photographs. Therefore, whether the user
has uploaded a profile photograph is an indicator of the number
of published tips. For a user who has uploaded the profile
photograph, the user has a higher chance to publish more tips
on Foursquare. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the average number
of tips published by male users is 0.85, while this number
is 0.95 for female users. In other words, on average, female
users published about 11.76% more than male users in terms
of the number of tips. In Fig. 3(c), we look at the users’ home
countries and focus on the users from the ten countries with the
highest Foursquare population. Among them, users in Russia
and Mexico are more active in publishing tips, while users
from Indonesia are the least active ones.
On Foursquare, about 0.071% of all users are known as
“super users.” These users are selected by Foursquare, and are
allowed to edit the information of venues. Fig. 3(d) shows the
difference between super users and ordinary users. Obviously,
super users publish much more than ordinary users. As shown
in Fig. 3(e), we group users according to their cross-site
linking configurations [18]. Cross-site linking is a key function
of Foursquare, allowing Foursquare users to link their accounts
on leading OSNs, for example, Facebook and Twitter. We find
that users who have enabled the cross-site linking function
tend to publish more. We also classify users according to
the configuration of the optional fields in their profiles [18].
On Foursquare, there are five optional fields in a user’s profile,
i.e., profile photograph, gender, residential location, last name,
and biography. For users who have enabled all these five fields,
we denote them as “open users,” since they want to keep their
profiles complete. For users who decline to provide anything to
these five fields, we call them “cautious users,” since they do
not want to disclose any nonmandatory information. We regard
the rest of users as “other users.” According to Fig. 3(f), users
who care more about their privacy publish less on Foursquare.
2) Venue Analysis: Each tip must be associated with a
certain venue. Therefore, analyzing the venue data is also very
important to understand the tip publishing patterns. In this
section, we investigate the properties of venues on Foursquare.
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Fig. 3. Group-based analysis for the average number of tips per user. (a) Profile photograph. (b) Gender. (c) Home country. (d) User type. (e) Cross-site
linking. (f) User privacy.

Fig. 4. Analysis of venues. (a) Venue category distribution. (b) Country distribution of the venues. (c) Top 10 cities of the venues. (d) Distribution of the
number of tips per venue. (e) Evolution: Venue country entropy. (f) Evolution: Percentage of top countries.

For each tip, we also record the ID of the corresponding
venue. By referring to all crawled tips, we have discovered
13.25 million venue IDs. We have further crawled the profiles
of all these venues.
In Fig. 4(a), we show the venue category distribution of
all published tips. The most popular venue category is “food,”
which has covered 45.06% of all tips. The second most popular
venue category is “shop,” covering 14.68% of all tips. For
the rest of the categories, none of them has received more

than 10% of tips. Therefore, restaurants are the most attractive
venues for tip publishers on Foursquare. This is similar to
the findings in [38], which are obtained based on the venue
data covering 14 regions. Fig. 4(b) shows the percentages
of the top ten countries in terms of the number of venues.
We can see that these countries cover 68.28% of all venues.
We also find that the top 20 countries cover 82.67% of all
venues. In addition, the percentages of the top ten cities are
shown in Fig. 4(c). These ten cities cover 5.21% of all venues,
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Fig. 5. Temporal analysis. (a) Number of tips. (b) % of tips in top four countries. (c) % of tips with photographs. (d) Daily temporal distribution. (e) Weekly
temporal distribution. (f) Quarterly temporal distribution.

which is a noticeable percentage. We also rank the venues in
terms of the number of received tips. According to Fig. 4(d),
we find that the top 10% of venues have received 61.64% of
all tips, and the top 20% of venues have received 73.14% of
all tips. Therefore, a small portion of venues is attractive to
the majority of users. Besides studying the evolution of the
total number of tips, we are also interested in how the tips are
distributed among different countries in each quarter. For a
certain quarter, we use k to represent the number of countries
which have been visited and use pi to denote the probability
of visiting the venues in the i th country. We introduce the
concept
 of venue country entropy E, using the formula E =
− ki=1 pi log2 pi . In Fig. 4(e), we show the evolution of the
venue country entropy. It increased quickly in the first three
years since 2009. This means the country distribution of visited
venues was getting wider. Since the second quarter of 2012,
the country distribution has reached a relatively stable status.
In Fig. 4(f), we can see that the percentage of users coming
from the top three countries was decreasing all the way until
the second quarter of 2012. This confirms that in the first
three years, Foursquare was popular in few countries, but its
coverage has become wider since 2012.
3) Temporal Analysis: We study the tip publishing behavior
from a temporal view by counting the number of tips published
during different time periods. We cover both evolutionary and
periodical patterns. Note that we use the local time according
to the venue location of each tip.
In Fig. 5(a), we calculate the number of published tips in
each quarter and analyze the evolution of the total number of
published tips on a quarterly base. From the very beginning,
the total number of tips increased steadily. After reaching
a significant peak in the third quarter of 2013, this number
started to decrease. In the mid of 2014, Foursquare released
the Swarm app with a focus on check-in and location sharing.

In August 2014, the check-in interface was removed from
Foursquare. This made Foursquare a dedicated tip-sharing
app and could at least boost the tip posting for a while.
As a result, we can observe another peak in the third quarter
of 2014. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the evolution of the percentage
of tips published in each of the top four countries. In the
very beginning, most of the tips were published by users
from the USA. The percentage dropped until early 2014.
Meanwhile, the percentage of tips published by users from
Turkey kept growing until the second quarter of 2014. In the
last quarter of 2015, the percentages of tips published by users
from the USA, Indonesia, Turkey, and Brazil were 18.41%,
2.27%, 18.39%, and 8.84%, respectively. Some users prefer
to add photographs to a tip to make it more illustrative.
In Fig. 5(c), we can see the percentage of tips with photographs
is increasing. At the end of 2015, nearly 20% of tips were with
photographs.
Regarding periodical patterns, by aggregating the published
tips into 24 h, we can see the daily temporal distribution
of tip publishing in Fig. 5(d). People are more active in tip
publishing between 9:00 and 24:00. In particular, there are
two peaks in a day. One is around 13:00, and the other is
around 19:00–21:00. Fig. 5(e) shows the distribution of tips
in a week. Obviously, during Saturdays and Sundays, users are
more active in publishing tips. In Fig. 5(f), we find that in the
third quarter of a year, more tips are published. By evaluating
the temporal patterns of tip publishing, we believe Foursquare
will be able to dynamically schedule its resources to better
serve its users.
4) Sentiment Analysis: After analyzing the venue and temporal information, we dive into the main component of a tip,
i.e., the tip text. This component records the tip publisher’s
detailed comment for a venue. To understand the publishers’ opinion of the tips, a series of sentiment analysis are
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TABLE IV
S ENTIMENT A NALYSIS —G ENDER
TABLE VI
S ENTIMENT A NALYSIS —H OUR OF THE D AY

introduced. In our study, we calculate a “sentiment score”
for each tip. We use a representative and widely used natural language processing (NLP) library called NLTK1 [2],
to extract the publisher’s attitude from the text. Using this
tool, we can obtain a sentiment score for each tip by using
the VADER algorithm [28], which is designed for analyzing
social media texts. A sentiment score is within the range of
[−1, 1]. A score of −1 means the tip is surely negative, and
a score of 1 means the tip is certainly positive. If a score is
within the range of (0, 1], we regard the tip as a positive tip.
If a score is within [−1, 0), we classify the tip as a negative
tip. The rest of the tips, with a sentiment score of zero for
each of them, are defined as neutral tips. As VADER can only
process tips written in English, we filter out all tips published
in other languages. The sentiment analysis of tips written in
other languages would be a potential future work. For example,
Alrumayyan et al. [1] presented a sentiment analysis of Arabic
tips on Foursquare.
Among all tips written in English, 63% of them are positive,
26% are neutral, and the rest 11% are negative. In other words,
there are much more positive tips on Foursquare. We use Fpos
to denote the fraction of positive tips, Fneu to represent the
fraction of neutral tips and Fneg for the fraction of negative tips.
We have Fpos + Fneu + Fneg = 1. To study the overall sentiment
of a set of tips, we introduce a new metric, called happiness
index (Hidx ). Intuitively, a higher percentage of positive tips
will lead to a higher Hidx . Similarly, having more negative
tips indicates a lower Hidx . We define Hidx using the following
equation:
Hidx = Fpos + Fneu /2.

(5)

The value of Hidx is within the range of [0, 1]. A higher
value of Hidx indicates a higher level of satisfaction. For all
tips in our study, the overall Hidx is 0.76.
We also undertake group-based analysis as follows. We first
group the tips according to the tip publishers’ home countries.
According to Table III, tips published by users from the United
States have the highest Hidx , while the tips published by users
from Brazil have the lowest Hidx . Also, we classify the tips
according to the gender of the publisher. From Table IV,
we find that the male users have a slightly lower Hidx than
the female users.
1 http://www.nltk.org/

TABLE VII
S ENTIMENT A NALYSIS —DAY OF THE W EEK

TABLE VIII
S ENTIMENT A NALYSIS —V ENUE C ATEGORY

Looking at the happiness index from a temporal perspective,
Table V shows the yearly evolution of Hidx . We can see that the
Hidx value dropped in 2011–2012, but increased again since
2013. From Tables VI and VII, we can see that Hidx varies
very little among different slots of the day,2 or among different
days of the week.
To figure out which types of venues have a higher chance
to receive positive tips, we undertake sentiment analysis for
each venue category. From Table VIII, we can see that the
tips published in “food,” “nightlife,” and “outdoors” categories
have the highest values of Hidx , while the tips published in
“college” and “residence” categories have the lowest Hidx
values. The difference between Table VI/VII and Table VIII
shows that, with different grouping criteria, we may observe
different variations in Hidx values.
5) Summary and Discussion: In this subsection, we analyze
the tip publishing behavior by referring to all published tips
on Foursquare. By studying the numbers of tips published by
different users, we can see that most of the Foursquare users
2 As

in [8], we divide the 24 h of a day into six slots.
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are tip readers rather than publishers, and the top 10% users
published 92.67% of tips. We also look into the contents of
all published tips from the aspects of tip venues, temporal
patterns, and sentiment. Based on our venue analysis, we find
that “food” is the most popular venue category, and the
coverage of Foursquare venues has expanded from a few
countries to around the world. According to our temporal
analysis, we explore both evolutionary and periodical patterns
of tip publishing. Also, for sentiment analysis, we propose the
“happiness index” metric, indicating the sentiment difference
among different tip publishers, tip publishing time, and venue
categories.
C. Prediction of Influentials
In Sections III-A and III-B, we study the global social
graph and tip publishing behavior of Foursquare users. In this
subsection, we aim to explore the relationship between a
user’s social influence and the user’s profile and UGC. In a
social network, different users have different levels of “social
influence,” which is a well-known concept in sociology and
viral marketing [9]. Discovering influentials is useful for
determining which users are more important within the social
network.
In previous works, researchers have proposed different
definitions of social influence, and have often chosen the
Twitter platform for the case study. For example, Cha et al. [9]
explored three social influence metrics, i.e., in-degree (number
of followers), the number of retweets, and the number of
mentions. Similarly, Kwak et al. [34] proposed three social
influence metrics, i.e., PageRank, the number of followers,
and the number of retweets. Since PageRank [34], [39], [52]
and its extensions [37], [48], [50], [60] have been widely used
in quantifying the social influence, in our work, we select the
users within the top 0.1% PageRank values as influentials.
We regard the rest of the users as ordinary users. We use a
set P to represent the influentials. The average number of
published tips and check-ins of these users are 82.14 and
2005.69, respectively. These values are much larger than those
of ordinary users. Considering the gender composition, we can
see 60.82% of users in P are male, 28.33% are female, and the
rest 10.85% choose to hide their gender information. Therefore, the percentage of male users in P is significantly larger
than that of the entire Foursquare. Regarding the percentage
of enabling the cross-site linking function [18], the values
of P and the whole Foursquare are 87.17% and 57.06%,
respectively. This shows that the overwhelming majority of
users in P have linked their profiles to Facebook and/or
Twitter.
Although the aforementioned graph-based metrics are
widely used to quantify the social influence in OSNs, they are
more helpful for OSN service providers. From the perspective of third-party application providers, obtaining the social
connectivity information of a selected OSN user might not be
feasible. A number of mainstream OSNs, such as Facebook,
allow a user to hide her list of friends/followings/followers.
Therefore, a third-party application provider might not be able
to quantify a user’s social influence if social connectivity information is not fully available. Our goal is to find an approach

to quickly determine whether a user is an influential within the
OSN by referring to her publicly visible information, i.e., her
profile and UGC. Our approach does not need to refer to the
social connectivity information of the partial or entire graph.
A number of key features are selected to distinguish
between the two groups of users. We classify them into two
categories, i.e., content generation features and demographic
features.
1) Content generation features (three features) are related
to a user’s content publishing behavior. We consider the
number of tips and the number of visited countries. Also,
we involve the number of check-ins on the Swarm app.
2) Demographic features (seven features) are related
to the information fields of the user profile.
There are some optional fields, including gender,
lastname, profile photograph, home location, and
biography. Therefore, we have five corresponding
features, i.e.,
“has_gender ,” “has_lastname,”
“has_ pr o f ile_ photo,” “has_home_locati on,” and
“has_bi ogr aphy.” On the other hand, a Foursquare
user can choose to link her profile to her Twitter and
Facebook accounts. Accordingly, there are two more
features, i.e., “has_T wi tter ” and “has_Facebook.” If
an optional field is enabled, the corresponding feature
value is set as 1. Otherwise, the feature value is set
as 0.
According to Table IX and Fig. 6, we can see the difference
between influentials and ordinary users in terms of these
features. To judge whether a user is an influential or an
ordinary user based on her profile and content generation information, we introduce a binary classifier based on supervised
machine learning technologies. In other words, we can simply
refer to the profile page of a Foursquare user to accurately
determine whether she is an influential, instead of relying on
the structural information of the social network. Our approach
can be adopted by third-party application providers to uncover
influentials with a low measurement cost.
In our study, we randomly select 10 000 influentials and
10 000 ordinary users as the training and validation set.
We compare the prediction performance between a number of
supervised machine learning algorithms, including the emerging XGBoost [10] algorithm, which has been widely used in
recent machine learning contests like Kaggle. We also study
classic algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM) [22],
CART decision tree (DT) [45], Random Forest (RF) [4], and
Naive Bayers (NB) [31].
To evaluate the prediction performance of the classifier,
we use four classic metrics, i.e., precision, recall, F1-score,
and AUC [15]. For each algorithm, we have to select a set
of parameters. Once the parameters are chosen, we apply tenfold cross-validation3 for the evaluation. For each algorithm,
we use a grid search to go through the parameter space and
3 In tenfold cross-validation, we randomly divide the training and validation
data set into ten subsets with equal size. Among these ten subsets, a single
subset is retained as the validation data to evaluate the model, and the
remaining nine subsets are applied for training. The cross-validation procedure
is repeated ten times, with each of the ten subsets selected once as the
validation data.
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TABLE IX
C OMPARISON B ETWEEN I NFLUENTIALS AND O RDINARY U SERS A CCORDING TO O PTIONAL P ROFILE F IELDS

Fig. 6. Comparison between Influentials and Ordinary users according to content posting. (a) Number of check-ins. (b) Number of tips. (c) Number of
visited countries.
TABLE X
P REDICTION OF I NFLUENTIALS

record the set of parameters which can lead to the highest
F1-score.
After the optimal parameter set of each model is obtained,
we randomly select 5000 influentials and 5000 ordinary users
as the test set. We evaluate the prediction performance of
each algorithm using this test set. The parameters obtained
during the training process are used, and the classifier predicts
whether a user is an influential according to the selected
features. Our results are shown in Table X. We can see
that XGBoost performs the best, and we can achieve an
F1-score of 0.87 and an AUC value of 0.88. The selected
features can be used to accurately uncover the influentials
for third-party application providers, without referring to the
social connectivity information.
Among these selected features, we use χ 2 (Chi-square)
statistic [66] to evaluate the discriminative power of each of
them. According to Table XI, the three most discriminative
features are “the number of checkins,” “number of tips,” and
“has_Twitter,” respectively.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
Social graph analysis has been used for analyzing social
networking services, such as Twitter, which also has a directed
social graph. Kwak et al. [34] studied the complete Twitter
social graph in 2009, including 41.7 million users. They
analyzed the follower–following topology and found several features that differentiate Twitter from ordinary social
networks. Watanabe et al. [59] collected a Twitter social

TABLE XI
χ 2 S TATISTIC

graph with 469.9 million users and 28.7 billion relationships
in 2012, and studied the graph from the aspects of degree
distribution, reciprocity, degree of separation, and diameter.
Gabielkov et al. [16] crawled about 93.77% of the complete Twitter social graph and studied its macrostructure.
Leskovec et al. [36] studied the geospatial structure of a
planetary-scale social network of 240 million users, i.e., the
communication network of Microsoft Instant Messenger. They
explored the interplay among topological, geographical, and
algorithmically generated paths between the users. None of
these works have studied the global social graph of Foursquare,
the representative LBSN around the world.
There are also some works on tips in LBSNs. Li et al. [38]
explored the venue’s popularity on Foursquare by collecting
data from 24 million venues in 14 different regions. For each
venue, they collected the venue profile and statistical information, including the number of tips. They summarized three
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key factors related to venue popularity, i.e., the completeness
of venue profile information, the category of the venue, and the
age of the venue. Vasconcelos et al. [54] crawled 1.6 million
Foursquare venues and extracted 527K user IDs from the
obtained venue data. Based on the profiles of these users, they
also studied the distribution of the number of tips per user.
However, the set of studied user IDs were obtained in a biased
way. Both studies only focused on the numbers of tips, instead
of the content of each tip. Alrumayyan et al. [1] collected
12 000 tips from over 1000 venues in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
They applied Lexicon-based sentiment analysis on Arabic tips
and used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithms to
detect communities. Their investigation focused on a single
city, paying particular attention to Arabic tips. Kwon et al. [35]
used Foursquare tips and Yelp reviews to study user engagement in LBSNs. In particular, they focused on the long-term
producers, who wrote more than 50 reviews, and examined the
behavioral characteristics of these users. However, these users
only covered 1.27% of Foursquare users, who are the most
active ones in terms of tip publishing. Capdevila et al. [7]
made use of the 309,640 Foursquare tips from the Manhattan
region to verify the usefulness of their venue recommendation
system, called GeoSRS, which was able to combine the
advantages of text analysis and collaborative filtering. They
did not provide discussions about tip publishing patterns.
Costa et al. [12] studied the spam tips in Apontador, a popular
Brazilian LBSN system. They proposed a spam detection
mechanism, which was able to identify most of the spam tips.
Vasconcelos et al. [53] explored the prediction of the future
popularity of tips. In our work, we study all published tips on
Foursquare from different aspects, including the numbers of
tips of different users, as well as the venues, temporal patterns,
and sentiment information of published tips.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we present a comprehensive analysis of
Foursquare user behavior based on the crawled data of all
61.43 million Foursquare users. Our study covers two key
building blocks of Foursquare, i.e., social connections and tips.
We study the global Foursquare social graph and present a set
of unique and undiscovered characteristics of this large graph,
including a moderate level of reciprocity (0.42), a small average clustering coefficient (0.065), a giant strongly connected
components (covering nearly 60% of users), and a significant
community structure (Q value ≈ 0.6). Besides the singletons,
almost all Foursquare users are weakly connected with each
other. In addition, we conduct a detailed study on all published
tips on Foursquare. On one hand, we analyze the numbers of
tips published by different groups of users. On the other hand,
we investigate the tips from the perspectives of tip venues,
temporal patterns, and sentiment. Our analytical findings provide the first comprehensive view of Foursquare tips. Last but
not least, as a practical scenario to help third-party application
providers, we propose a supervised machine learning-based
approach to predict influentials in LBSNs without referring to
the social connectivity information. Our data-driven evaluation
shows that our approach can reach a good prediction performance with an F1-score of 0.87 and an AUC value of 0.88. Our

findings will be helpful for LBSN service providers, ISPs, and
third-party application providers. For the next step, we wish
to explore the following topics.
First, the massive Foursquare data tell us a lot about the
user interactions and human mobility. Therefore, we aim to
leverage the rich spatial and temporal information to improve
urban planning. For example, for a selected city, we aim to
collect user location data from Foursquare and involve data
from other sources, such as mobile cellular data [13], [63]
and human population data [51]. We will uncover the periodic
phenomena and the long-term tendency of users according to
the collected data. We believe that the user mobility data on
Foursquare would be very useful for city computing-related
applications [49], [62]. For example, our findings could help
the governments decide where to build a new metro station,
and could predict a possible traffic jam.
Second, there are some malicious accounts on Foursquare,
and they might publish some incorrect tips to mislead legitimate users. As reported by Gong et al. [17], nearly 30% of
all users on Dianping, another leading LBSN, are malicious
accounts. Although Foursquare has applied some spam reporting and detection methodologies, still, spam tips keep appearing. We will further investigate malicious account detection
problem using machine learning technologies [17], [20] and
social graph-based technologies [6], [55]. We will consider
both social interactions and spatiotemporal information to
detect malicious users in an accurate way. In particular, since
Foursquare records rich spatial and temporal information of
users, we aim to introduce long short-term memory (LSTM)
neural networks [24] for the detection.
Last but not least, we plan to consider other definitions
of influential users, for example, considering other types of
social interactions, instead of relying on the social graph
only. In [19], we used the number of received “likes” to
evaluate the social influence. Similarly, on Foursquare, users
can upvote/downvote a tip to express their opinions. Therefore,
a user who receives more upvotes could be an influential.
We will further study how to uncover influential users according to the upvote/downvote information of the published tips.
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